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ABSTRACT

Language barriers between patients and clinicians contribute to disparities in quality of care. Machine Translation (MT) tools are widely used in healthcare settings, but even small mistranslations can have life-threatening consequences. We study how MT is currently used in medical settings through a qualitative interview study with 20 clinicians—physicians, surgeons, nurses, and midwives. We find that clinicians face challenges stemming from lack of time and resources, cultural barriers, and medical literacy rates, as well as accountability in cases of miscommunication. Clinicians have devised strategies to aid communication in the face of language barriers including back translation, non-verbal communication, and testing patient understanding. We propose design implications for machine translation systems including combining neural MT with pre-translated medical phrases, integrating translation support with multimodal communication, and providing interactive support for testing mutual understanding.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The risks and harms of machine translation (MT) technologies disproportionately fall on vulnerable people who depend on it for access to healthcare, employment, and social support [34, 50, 55]. In recent years, researchers have studied the dangers of NLP technology, including bias and environmental impact [2, 4, 25, 31, 42, 45, 47, 48]. We build on this work and study how and when MT systems might lead to miscommunication and misinformation, particularly in high-stakes scenarios. People usually use MT because they do not know the source or target language, which makes MT very difficult to evaluate in practice. Mistranslations can cause frustration, conversational breakdowns, and even human rights violations [5, 23, 57, 58].

In this paper, we focus on one high-stakes context where people rely on MT: healthcare. Patient-clinician communication is a crucial aspect of providing healthcare, and can be negatively impacted in the presence of language barriers, which contributes to disparities in quality of care. MT is used by many clinicians in the U.S. as a low-cost and efficient way to communicate with patients, but reliability varies. One study found that common medical discharge information was incorrectly translated by Google Translate 8% of the time for Spanish and 19% for Chinese and that 2% of those translations could cause clinically significant harm for Spanish and 8% for Chinese [27]. Another study found that only 45% of common medical phrases were correctly translated to two African languages [41]. Therefore, the continued use of MT in medical settings poses great risk, particularly to vulnerable people [55]. Learning whether and how MT might be used reliably in these settings requires first understanding how clinicians currently navigate language barriers with patients.

We conducted 20 semi-structured interviews with clinicians in the U.S. across 7 specialties who regularly face language barriers with patients. Our goal was to understand how clinicians currently navigate language barriers, including when and why they use MT, if at all; what concerns they have about using such systems; and how they assess the quality of translations, whether by working with a medical interpreter or using an MT tool. We conducted interpretive data analysis and open coding to analyze the data.

We found that in the presence of language barriers, clinicians faced challenges stemming from lack of time and resources, cultural barriers, medical literacy, and accountability in cases of miscommunication. We found that machine translation systems save clinician time and aid medical interpreters in providing translation services, particularly for less widely spoken languages. In such cases, clinicians leveraged MT tools to speak with patients and also provided written discharge instructions in the patient’s primary language. Medical interpreters played the role of facilitating cross-lingual communication, but medical literacy rates drove patient understanding and cultural differences impact patient-clinician trust. These three areas can serve to exacerbate disparities for the most vulnerable populations if not accounted for. We found that clinicians have navigated these challenges by employing a variety of tactics including back-translations, non-verbal communication, and testing patient understanding. We propose design implications of machine translation systems that can help reduce the patient-clinician communication gap and discuss the ethical implications of MT used in high-stakes situations.

Based on these findings, we identify opportunities for language technology to more reliably support cross-lingual patient-clinician communication. First, general purpose MT systems fall short of meeting clinician’s needs, therefore systems need to be developed that are highly accurate when translating medical language. One
avenue can be systems that combine pre-translated dictionaries with neural MT. Second, the development of such systems can benefit from moving beyond one-to-one mapping of phrases, to recognizing the context of and reciprocal nature of communication. Finally, we argue that any tools such as MT that are deployed in medical settings should go through rigorous evaluation (RCTs) and endorsement by a relevant governing body.

2 RELATED WORK

In this work, we expand on three major areas of related work: cross-lingual patient-clinician communication, reliability metrics in AI systems, and machine translation system deployment in medical settings.

2.1 Patient-Clinician Communication

Language barriers can cause miscommunication between patients and clinicians, impeding the quality of care a patient receives. It can also lead to lower satisfaction levels for clinicians and patients alike. Non-English speaking patients can often be less satisfied with the care they receive compared to their English-speaking counterparts, and are typically less inclined to return to a medical setting if a health problem persists [11].

Medical professionals have also expressed that language barriers can be an obstruction to providing quality patient care and serve as a source of workplace stress [6]. The effects tend to be more pronounced in nurses than physicians, with the former reporting higher levels of stress when interacting with patients in the presence of language barriers.

In addition to negatively impacting quality of patient care, language barriers can also increase healthcare costs. Increased allocation of resources and emergency department durations have been associated with non-English-speaking patients compared to English-speaking ones [22].

Existing work on AI in clinical settings has focused primarily on clinical decision-making such as how AI can be leveraged to assist physicians in diagnoses or treatment recommendations [31]. We instead focus on how AI can assist clinicians in communicating with patients, which renders a different set of priorities.

2.2 Measuring Reliability in AI Systems

A major barrier to the responsible application of machine learning in real-world domains is a lack of clear guidelines for how to ensure safety and reliability. This problem is especially pronounced at the intersection of ML and healthcare, where the stakes of failure are high and evaluation standards are misaligned across the two fields. As a result, it can be difficult for end-users of ML systems to judge when and how they can use those systems reliably.

One way to promote users’ trust in ML systems is to subject them to rigorous evaluations and communicate the results to users [32]. However, it is not yet clear how this should be done. A growing body of work has demonstrated the shortcomings of standard evaluation practices in machine learning, particularly with respect to measuring how those systems will perform in the real world. For example, a model’s performance may be inflated if it was evaluated on a test set that is not representative of the population with which the system will be deployed [7], or without attending to the human and contextual factors that shape how it is used in practice [3]. These issues put standard ML evaluation practices in stark contrast with the more established and rigorous traditions for evaluating medical devices. To bridge this gap, researchers have begun to develop specific guidelines for evaluating AI systems for use in healthcare, particularly for diagnostic algorithms [13, 32, 35].

While communicating overall system performance may increase adoption and trust, even very high performing ML systems will occasionally make inappropriate or incorrect predictions. Over-reliance on ML models could therefore lead to harm in high-stakes settings like medicine [19]. This is one motivation for research in the field of explainable AI (XAI), which promotes a set of techniques that can explain predictions made by AI systems in an interpretable, intuitive way [14]. Related approaches include implementing human oversight of ML-driven decision-making or designing for human-AI collaboration to leverage human expertise to compensate for a model’s limitations [1, 8]. Despite substantial effort in these areas, it remains difficult to design systems that actually protect users from erroneous predictions. There is an assumption that the end-user has some domain knowledge or expertise that they can rely on, possibly assisted by some explainability intervention, to assess the quality of predictions and come up with an alternative when necessary [19, 51]. However, machine translation is a case where the user often does not have the relevant expertise, i.e. language ability, to do so.

2.3 Machine Translation Systems in Medicine

There is growing evidence that clinicians and other healthcare workers use free online services like Google Translate as a last resort when no other language services are available [54]. In 2013, Turner et al. surveyed local health departments and found that almost a third had used MT to translate written materials because they lacked the budget for professional translations [53]. Clinicians have also successfully used MT to communicate directly with patients, particularly in urgent situations when they had exhausted other alternatives [26, 33, 38, 60].

Unfortunately, clinicians are faced with vague and conflicting guidance about how to mitigate these risks. Clinicians have been warned to exercise caution due to the risk of miscommunication [37, 49], but it is unclear how they can do so effectively besides avoiding the tools altogether. Researchers have suggested that clinicians be skilled in cross-cultural communication and rely on non-verbal cues to avoid miscommunication [43]. One study found that using simpler language and checking for spelling and grammar mistakes can improve translation quality [27]. Due to the risk of mistranslations with open-ended MT systems, some healthcare professionals and patients have expressed a preference for phrase-based translation applications, which limit what users can communicate, but are more reliable because all of the available phrases have been professionally translated [40, 46, 52].

These issues point to an opportunity for language support systems designed with the specific needs and challenges of healthcare communication in mind. Some prior research has proposed specialized systems for medical translation [17, 44], but few of these systems have moved beyond pilot studies [16]. Our goal in this work is to understand the major challenges that clinicians face when
communicating with patients across language barriers, how they overcome these challenges, including whether and how they use MT tools, and where those strategies fall short. This need-finding work starts from an understanding of clinicians’ existing practices and strategies to identify paths forward for language support tools that are safe, reliable, and useful.

3 METHODS
Our goal in this research was to understand how clinicians approach language barriers with patients, with a focus on how, if at all, clinicians use machine translation in their current workflow. Towards this goal we conducted semi-structured interviews with 20 healthcare clinicians across 7 specialties.

3.1 Recruitment & Interview Procedure
We conducted in-depth interviews with clinicians across the United States to better understand if and how they are using machine translation tools in medical settings. We ran a pilot with a few physicians to pre-test our questions and identify potentially ambiguous wording as well as opportunities to add more questions. We found providing an example of a machine translation system, specifically Google Translate, was helpful so clinicians understood the scope of the interview study and could reflect how they interacted with this tool.

We recruited 20 clinicians using snowball sampling and conducted semi-structured interviews via a video conferencing tool. The interview questionnaire consisted of two background questions inquiring about the medical specialization of the clinician and the number of years the clinician has been in practice (post-residency for physicians), five open-ended questions around how, if at all, the clinician has interacted with an MT tool, and four demographic questions.

During the interview, we asked about experiences where they faced a language barrier with a patient and how they navigated the situation, when, if at all, they had used a machine translation tool and why, and how they assessed the quality of a translation from a medical interpreter versus a machine translation tool. We also asked questions around the challenges of providing care to vulnerable populations, how technology is currently integrated into their workflows, and how language barriers interfere with both verbal and written communication. The interviews lasted between 20-45 minutes. All interviews were recorded and transcribed. This study was approved by our Institutional Review Board (IRB) and all clinician participants were compensated for taking the time to participate in our study during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

Our sample includes physicians, surgeons, nurses, and midwives in the United States across the following specialties: cardiology (1), orthopedic surgery (1), nephrology (1), family medicine (8), obstetrics and gynecology (7), trauma surgery (1), and emergency medicine (1). Clinicians came from a range of settings and institutions including private practice, county hospitals, community hospitals, and academic institutions.

3.2 Data Analysis
We transcribed our interview recordings and used interpretative qualitative coding. Our open-ended inductive analysis drew on elements from grounded theory methodology [12]. The first author conducted interpretative qualitative coding, and all authors discussed emerging themes regularly. The first author then used axial coding and identified high-level themes across the codes. Some examples can be found below:

- Language Barriers: How do language barriers influence verbal and written patient instructions, and ultimately, affect the quality of patient care?
- Measuring quality of translation: What methods do clinicians employ to measure patient understanding in the presence of language barriers?
- Challenges: What challenges do clinicians face with collaborative care approaches in vulnerable patient populations?
- Machine Translation Tools: How, if at all, are clinicians leveraging machine translation tools and how do they assess the quality of such translations?
- Medical Settings: How do clinicians adjust how they navigate language barriers with patients in low- versus high-stakes medical settings?

4 RESULTS
We found that clinicians faced communication challenges stemming from lack of time and resources as well as cultural barriers and medical literacy. They were also concerned with the accuracy of translations and accountability measures. When faced with a language barrier, clinicians relied on a combination of medical interpreters, Machine Translation, and their own knowledge of the other language. In response to communication challenges, clinicians had developed strategies to evaluate cross-language communication which include: back-translation, non-verbal communication, and testing patient understanding. These strategies can offer insight and paths forward to developing reliable MT for medical settings which we discuss in the next section.

4.1 Communication Challenges Across Languages
In this section we describe the challenges that clinicians face in cross-lingual communication with patients.

4.1.1 Limited time and resources. We found that constraints on time and resources interfere with interlingual patient-physician communication and adversely affect the quality of care a clinician is able to provide to a patient. These challenges are exacerbated in low-resource medical settings.

Medical interpreters are certified translators that clinicians solicit when a language barrier with a patient arises. While this is the gold-standard for language support, the process of calling an interpreter can be incredibly time-consuming. The scarcity of time often prevents clinicians from calling a language translation service:

*You just have one or two questions and [they’re] not too lengthy, and it’s not worth calling, or [taking] the time to call the interpreter. (P2, Nephrologist)*
In situations where medical interpreters were necessary, many clinicians expressed how an interpreter could make patient visits twice as long due to mistranslations. Due to back to back patient consults, clinicians are often short on time and as a result have to prioritize what they ask their patients. The act of tracking down an on-site interpreter or calling a language translation line took time, as did facilitating communication with the patient via an interpreter. The time of patient-clinician interactions drastically increased in the presence of a language barrier, and clinicians described how they had to prioritize what questions to ask after taking a patient’s history.

These are patients who, unfortunately, aren’t given the amount of time that they deserve. They are maybe given a 20 minute appointment with me when they really should have double that time. (P8, Obstetrician-Gynecologist)

Clinicians described that they often cannot call an interpreter due to resource-constrained settings, the time of day, or because the patient speaks a specific dialect or less widely spoken language. In such cases, clinicians have to reschedule appointments with those patients or settle for imperfect means of communicating with patients.

There was widespread recognition among clinicians about the flawed nature of communication with patients who did not speak English. These patients were often either scheduled on different days when there was more clinician availability or were given standard time that never proved long enough for a thorough consult.

There was recognition that patients from non-English-speaking populations, and in instances where there were cultural barriers between patients and clinicians. Many clinicians noted that navigating low medical literacy was a challenge in and of itself that was exasperated by language barriers:

Medical literacy is so low, so patients come back all the time and say, “Oh, I didn’t understand what you had said.” Or, “Nobody told me this.” When clearly I told them that even when there’s no language barriers [...] they really just don’t understand instructions regardless of the language they’re given in. (P3, Obstetrician-Gynecologist)

When low medical literacy rates were compounded by cultural differences in the context of a language divide, the quality of care a patient receives drastically decreased. Low medical literacy rates among English-speaking populations typically resulted in patients missing medication refills, or returning to medical settings with follow-up questions. In non-English-speaking populations low medical literacy posed additional challenges as clinicians had trouble deciphering if the miscommunication was attributed to a mistranslation or a lack of knowledge about medical jargon in the patient’s native language.

Furthermore, we found that cultural barriers between clinicians and patients also interfered with methods clinicians used to test patient understanding. The pervasive ‘yes’ culture is an example of one these barriers that has negative downstream effects on patient-clinician care. Clinicians observed this phenomenon in patients regardless of the presence of a language barrier. However, the effects were more pronounced with patients from non-English-speaking populations who had a tendency to tell physicians they understood their patient plan moving forward but would then express doubt during interactions with nurses. The authoritative presence of a physician played a possible role in the patient feeling uncomfortable asking questions.

I think that’s especially true culturally with power dynamics with hierarchy. And I think that if someone present is either an immigrant or undocumented there’s so many factors there. But it’s also true for English speaking patients too, they say, “Yes, yes, yes, yes.” (P7, Certified Nurse-Midwife)

The culture of signaling understanding can be especially pronounced when it manifests in vulnerable populations [24, 29]. Although physicians, and clinicians more generally, worked to foster a safe space for patients to ask questions, many patients wanted to be mindful of clinician time or did not know how to communicate their concerns with clinicians, particularly if they could not speak English.

Some clinics have sought to address these limitations by employing cultural navigators. Distinct from medical interpreters, these individuals provide context on the culture the patient comes from and hold credibility because they usually share the patient’s background. Typically, these navigators belong to the same communities as their patients, and often times already know them. As one clinician described:

[Cultural navigators] know the backgrounds of the patients or at least their cultural beliefs and where the patient’s coming from or what they believe in. And that helps us bridge that gap of number one, language barrier and number two, just cultural differences that we may perceive differently. (P3, Obstetrician-Gynecologist)

Understanding how certain health topics are stigmatized in some communities is an important part of delivering high quality care. A physician working at a county hospital described how a patient with limited medical knowledge declined using a medical interpreter due to cultural taboos around the reason of her visit:

We’re talking like Orthodox Christianity here and trying to talk about things like contraception or take a sexual history is just nightmare. I had one situation where [...] this Russian speaking patient was diagnosed with HIV in pregnancy and she didn’t want anybody to know. But that’s something that I have to have a conversation with her [about]. She’s okay with me knowing obviously. I diagnosed it, but she didn’t want anyone [else to know] Her husband had to know, but she didn’t want the rest of her family knowing. So I couldn’t even explain some of the things that I was doing during her delivery. Like I couldn’t explain that I was giving her antiretrovirals, that I’m going to take the baby away and give them antiretrovirals, that I’m going to have to do a bunch of blood draws on the baby. Just because there was no interpretation. (P6, Family Medicine Physician)
Navigating cultural barriers proved to be difficult for many clinicians in our study who often had to operate with limited information in less than ideal circumstances. Trust played a crucial role in what was communicated to clinicians.

Women’s health, sexual health, significant disability, memory issues. People are very comfortable universally with musculoskeletal complaints and things like that. But a lot of the things people see me for are things that their families might not even know. And so that’s really hard to get out of people. (P6, Family Medicine Physician)

4.1.3 Accuracy and accountability. We found that when faced with language barriers, clinicians preferred to rely on certified medical interpreters when they had access to one, had enough time, and for higher stakes conversations. But they tended to resort to MT when that was not feasible or seemed too costly given the circumstances. In both cases, clinicians worried about the accuracy of the translation, particularly when they didn’t know the other language. Many expressed concern and frustration with the variance in quality of medical interpreters:

A lot of our patients speak Spanish and I understand a lot of Spanish […] But when they’re doing my translations, there are times that I have to correct them […] that does worry me sometimes, because languages that I don’t understand, I don’t know what the patients are being told. (P3, Obstetrician-Gynecologist)

In addition to the accuracy of translations, clinicians worried about accountability. In high-stakes medical settings, defined by clinicians as instances where patient consent was needed, calling an interpreter was viewed as mandatory. Though there was no legal requirement to do so, having an interpreter translate and verify patient consent provided a protective layer of accountability that an MT system would not.

If she had to actually sign any papers, then you need to have a medical interpreter. They need to have it written and be able to fully understand everything […] And then unfortunately we also had to call her husband who wasn’t able to come to the clinic because of COVID restrictions. So he was on her cell phone in like a three-way call with me, her, and him. And then we also had the interpreter. So that was very challenging, because you can imagine that would take a really long time to go through the surgery [consent] with that type of barrier. (P1, Obstetric and Gynecological Surgeon)

The question of accountability in the event of a mistranslation from an MT also gave some clinicians pause. Generally, MT were a last-resort option.

Usually, when I’d use it [it] is out of sheer desperation. So often it was more rare languages where there was no interpreter, we’d be on hold for 15 minutes, realized we were probably not going to get someone at 6:00 AM, while bedside rounding, and just used Google Translate to do the best we could to try to communicate in that setting. (P19, Family Medicine Physician)

The recurring tradeoff from our interviews was the time it would take to call the translator versus how urgent of a medical situation the patient was in. The decision to call a translator was largely contingent on whether: a) they had baseline familiarity of the language the patient spoke, and b) how high-stakes the situation was.

Many (19 out of 20) clinicians resorted to Google Translate when they had familiarity with the language the patient spoke but were not medically certified in it. Thus, they used Google Translate to verify specific medical words.

I’ve looked at Google Translate to look up specific words, where I’m not totally sure that I’m using the exact correct words, for example, in Spanish, which is the language that I otherwise speak. But just to make sure that the vocabulary that I’m using is the most correct, but I have not used it to translate large swaths of speech or writing in a language that I otherwise don’t speak at all. (P4, Obstetrician-Gynecologist)

In low-stakes medical settings, clinicians typically settled for piecemeal conversation or Google Translate to navigate language barriers. Such situations included taking a patient’s history, which has significantly less legal liability than obtaining patient consent for a surgery. Generally, medical environments that centered around simple questions did not warrant a medical interpreter:

I did use it (Google Translate) in residency rounding just to speak with patients when I couldn’t access an interpreter for basic things like, are you hurting? Are you comfortable? Do you have nausea? Simple questions like that where there isn’t quite as much legal risk if something’s misunderstood. (P19, Family Medicine Physician)

Clinicians recognized that Google Translate is an all-purpose technology and wasn’t built to be deployed in medical settings. Thus, in high-stakes medical settings, many clinicians expressed that they knew they would be accountable for a mistranslation when using an MT system.

If it was very complex, where I needed patient’s consent, probably would’ve used a translator, because I knew they would not be supported by Google. Nobody would back me up for the Google Translate. (P2, Nephrologist)

A handful of clinicians had used translation systems, specifically Google Translate, before. While most clinicians preferred in-person interpreters to language lines, there were instances where no translation services were available.

I have used it in the past to communicate with a patient. It was actually a Russian speaking patient and there were no translators available. It was a Sunday in the hospital and I just couldn’t get a hold of anyone on the weekend and I was trying to explain to him what was going on so I ended up just pulling out Google Translate and typing what I was trying to say to him, showing it to him and then he would try to say something back or type something back. (P14, Family Medicine Physician)

Overall, we found that for clinicians, communication across language barriers was made extremely difficult by a lack of time and resources as well as cultural barriers and medical literacy issues.
Clinicians also worried about the accuracy of translations and the legal liability mistranslations imposed. In the next section we discuss the strategies that clinicians used to communicate with patients under these conditions.

4.2 Clinician’s Strategies for Communicating Across Languages

We found that clinicians used four main tactics to confirm the reliability of the communication between them and their patients: rephrasing and simplifying medical terms, back-translation, non-verbal communication, and testing patient knowledge. In this section we describe each in more detail.

4.2.1 Rephrasing and simplifying medical terms. A recurrent theme that we found among clinicians was using simple, non-medical terms when communicating with patients. Clinicians rephrased terms to improve translation accuracy. They did this with both medical interpreters, who may not have knowledge of complex medical jargon, and with machine translation systems, since clinicians were aware that tools like Google Translate were not trained using medical vocabulary.

Learning to just change your language, avoiding a lot of jargon, just saying things in plain English, [and not using] any medical terms, [but] explaining things in the easiest way possible. (P14, Family Medicine Physician)

Therefore, learning when and how to simplify and rephrase language was a skill that clinicians developed to communicate better with patients across language barriers.

4.2.2 Back-translation. Some clinicians used back-translation methods where they asked the interpreter to repeat back what they had translated to the patient:

My personal practice is if I’m dealing with a high acuity situation where there is a lot of explanation and a deep amount of informed consent to be done with the patient, I actually ask the interpreter what they’re actually telling the patient. Like I really grill the interpreter into how are you translating that? Can you tell it back to me? It’s almost like confirm back as to what you did explain and how much of it did the patient get? So it’s trying to do a closed looped communication after every two or three sentences. So summarizing as you go along rather than after 30 minutes. (P5, Obstetrician-Gynecologist)

The use of back-translation for validation has become a standard in many multilingual medical settings [30], but has been critiqued for failing to consider issues of cultural adaptation [39].

4.2.3 Gestures, drawings, and non-verbal communication. Consistent with prior research [28], we found that clinicians used a variety of methods to improve communication with non-English-speaking patients including pen and paper drawings, visual aids, and gestures. Particularly when medical interpreters were not available, clinicians relied on writing to patients, providing visual aids, miming, and drawing pictures. One physician described the challenge of working with a deaf patient that used American Sign language:

We actually just wrote to each other the entire visit because our interpreter iPad was glitching and it was only working through audio, and the video wasn’t working. So we’re like, “This is besides the point.” So we conducted her entire visit in our chicken scratch handwriting to each other. (P7, Certified Nurse-Midwife)

Another physician described a more innovative tactic when the clinic she worked at did not have translation services for Marshall et. She used teach-back methods where she had the patient mime back what she was planning on doing:

So there have been visits where I have mimed or drawn pictures and then I make them mime back and draw a picture of their understanding just because we haven’t been able to find an interpreter [which] is nuts. (P6, Family Medicine Physician)

4.2.4 Social cues and teach-back methods. Communication is often thought of as a one-way transfer of information. However, the clinicians we spoke to viewed communication as more of a mutual production of meaning, and part of that includes testing understanding [21]. We found that clinicians relied on social cues and teach-back methods, asking a patient to repeat information back, to estimate the extent to which patients understood what was said to them.

Clinicians in our study described how they often relied on mental heuristics to determine if the interpreter was translating accurately including visual and social cues from the patient:

The ways to judge that [translation quality] for me is usually if I’m telling something that I’m expecting a certain reaction [to] and I don’t get that reaction from the patient, then I wonder if they were actually told what I was trying to tell them. For example, if it’s sad news or something and I want them to understand the level of seriousness of it. (P3, Obstetrician-Gynecologist)

This same physician also described how she measured the interval of talking time between her and the interpreter and the interpreter and the patient to assess translation quality:

But the other way sometimes is if I say a very short sentence and the translation is going on for two minutes, then you’re like, “Well, clearly this person said a lot more than I did.” (P3, Obstetrician-Gynecologist)

Some also described using body language and facial expressions of patients as signals of comprehension.

Clinicians recognized the need to combine simple phrases with teach-back methods to test patient understanding.

At the end of all my interactions, I’ll ask my patient, “Do you understand what I’m going to be doing? Can you explain to me what we talked about?” And if there’s any gap there, then I either re-explain it or I look for another person to help me. (P9, Orthopedic Surgeon)

Thus, clinicians relied on both social cues including patient’s body language and facial expressions as well as teach-back methods as a means to communicate and verify if patients understood their interactions.
5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Clinicians in our sample faced challenges providing quality care to patients with limited English proficiency, largely due to time constraints and the limited availability of skilled medical interpreters. Our participants have devised innovative strategies for coping with these challenges including relying on back-translations, non-verbal communication, and testing patient understanding. Most of our participants were excited about the potential for MT-mediated communication with their patients if it was designed appropriately and rigorously evaluated for use in clinical settings. While general purpose MT systems fall short of meeting these needs, our findings demonstrate potential for MT systems to be designed specifically for safe and reliable use in healthcare. In this section, we discuss the implications of our findings for the design of MT for medical settings, and identify paths forward for future work.

5.1 Accurate translation of medical language

When they needed automatic translation, clinicians typically turned to general purpose, commercial machine translation tools, like Google Translate. However, they recognized that these tools were not built for use in medical settings, raising concerns that they would not accurately translate domain-specific medical language. Accurate translation is especially important in high-stakes settings like healthcare, where mistakes can be life-threatening [27]. While neural MT systems always provide the most statistically likely translation of a phrase, in high-stakes contexts, not providing a translation is often better than providing an incorrect one. MT systems for use in healthcare must be specifically designed to prioritize accurate translation of medical language, possibly through domain adaptation methods. Another important factor that clinicians identified for future model development is ensuring support for different dialects of languages. Existing MT tools do not only lack support for different dialects, but do not even indicate which dialect of a language they do support, or whether the MT produces language in a consistent dialect at all.

A complementary approach is to combine neural machine translation with professionally translated phrases. Prior studies of patient and clinician attitudes towards MT in healthcare suggest a preference for phrase-based applications, which limit the range of things a user can communicate, but guarantees accurate translation of those phrases [40, 52]. In many areas of medicine, there are common and relatively standardized topics of conversation (e.g., medical history, current symptoms), which lend themselves to fixed phrase-based applications more easily. Together, these findings suggest the potential for tools that combine phrase-based translation with neural MT to provide some guarantee of accuracy while also enabling more flexible communication when necessary. Clinicians and patients may be more confident using MT-enabled tools if they can see when a translation is mostly or entirely professionally translated.

5.2 Rigorous evaluation and endorsement

Clinicians repeatedly commented on the importance of a machine translation tool having been vetted and endorsed by a governing body, such as a hospital board or medical society. Such validation typically signals that a tool was tested via a randomized control trial, and that the findings were published in a peer-reviewed medical journal. While randomized controlled trials are the standard practice for drugs and medical devices, the practice has lagged behind in ML for health [13, 20, 32]. Collaborations across healthcare and machine learning will be critical to developing rigorous, consistent standards for evaluating new ML systems for clinical use.

Evaluation in MT is notoriously difficult, due to the nuanced and subjective nature of human language translation [10, 18]. Prior evaluations of MT for health have adopted a range of evaluation criteria, from directly assessing translation accuracy or adequacy [15, 41, 49], to judging translation errors based on their potential to cause clinical harm [27], to testing whether a clinician is able to reach a correct diagnosis in a role-play scenario using an MT tool [46]. Several studies also assessed user satisfaction or the overall usability of a tool [40, 46, 52]. Future work is necessary to understand how best to measure the risks and benefits of MT in a clinical setting. Our findings suggest that what is most important to clinicians is not translation quality for its own sake, but how a translation tool is able to support more effective patient-clinician communication, and thus improve patient outcomes. While MT tools should initially be evaluated for acceptable levels of translation accuracy, they must also be evaluated using RCTs to ensure that they have a beneficial impact on patients’ health.

5.3 Beyond one-to-one translation

The core functionality of existing machine translation systems is to take an input text and produce a single best translation of that input into another language. Our approach in this research strives to reorient the goals of MT systems for clinical use from seemingly objectively optimizing translation quality between two texts, to designing for the overall quality of cross-lingual patient-clinician communication. This mirrors theories in communication that differentiate between the monological model of communication with the dialogical model [56]. In the monological model of communication, communication is seen as a transfer of intent from the speaker. In this model, meaning is a result of the speakers intentions only and the speaker is thought of as in a social vacuum. The dialogical model of communication on the other hand, views meaning as a joint product of the speaker and listener. In this model, sense is made in and by a joint activity and there is reciprocity in both communication and miscommunication. Therefore, building on the dialogical model of communication can offer insights into what reliable MT-mediated communication might look like. To that end, our interviews with clinicians offered insight into their broader communication challenges and tactics that suggest paths forward for technological support that goes beyond one-to-one mapping translation tools.

5.3.1 Consider varying language proficiency. Existing MT systems do not account for users’ language proficiency in the source or target language. Often, people use machine translation to communicate because they do not share a common language. Our findings, however, highlight that cross-lingual communication where both people have no knowledge of the other’s language is not the only use case for MT. For example, clinicians with some proficiency in a language, but who are not medically certified to use that language in clinical practice, may use MT to search for unfamiliar terms or
double-check their own translations. Similarly, patients with limited English proficiency may understand plain English but struggle with medical jargon. Considering a wider range of user language proficiency opens up new design opportunities for MT systems and language support more broadly. For instance, integrating MT support into patient portals could allow patients to only translate parts of a text they don’t understand, or clinicians to easily view suggestions or translations as they write. In the other direction, patients and clinicians with some bilingual knowledge could offer useful feedback to an MT system when a translation is incorrect or confusing.

5.3.2 Support for checking understanding. Clinicians emphasized that cross-lingual communication was not only about conveying information to a patient, but also checking their understanding and offering them an opportunity to clarify as needed. MT systems increasingly support two-way conversation, for instance, with speech-to-speech conversation modes or easily switching source and target languages, but these features are not explicitly designed with teach-back methods or clarifying questions in mind. Research has found that it is particularly difficult for users to ask clarifying questions during MT-mediated conversation, because translations are not guaranteed to be symmetric, making it difficult to clearly refer back to part of an earlier translation [59]. Future work could design specific features that support clinicians’ existing practices or introduce new strategies for checking patient understanding.

5.3.3 Literacy challenges. Finally, for MT systems to promote more equitable outcomes in healthcare, we must consider how to support patients with various levels of literacy in their primary language, as well as patients who speak languages with no written form. Literacy challenges include both the ability to read written instructions and information as well as medical literacy. While clinicians touched on this challenge in the study, particularly with regard to communicating with patients with limited medical literacy, future work is needed to more deeply understand these challenges. One direction for design would be to consider multimodal support, including visual and audio communication [40]. One physician in this study who had served in a number of international service missions had sent patients audio recordings via WhatsApp to instruct them on what to do after being discharged; speech-to-speech translation with an option to export translated audio could hold potential for extending this practice to cross-lingual communication.

5.4 Setting transparent safety standards and recommended practices

Although clinicians were aware of some of the limitations of MT systems, such as their unreliable performance on medical terminology, this awareness was in spite of limited transparent information from available MT systems. For example, MT performance varies widely across language pairs, based on the quantity of available training data and the investment that has been made in developing models for each language, but this information is not conveyed to end users of commercial systems. Designers developing MT tools for healthcare must consider ways to clearly convey the system’s limitations to its users. Cai et al. (2019) identified system strengths and limitations, design objectives, and subjective perspective as key information needs for clinicians adopting new ML tools [9]. In the MT context, further work is needed to develop onboarding materials and concrete guidelines to help clinicians use MT safely. Given clinicians’ limited time, a system would ideally offer timely reminders when a user appears to be violating those guidelines, with interactive suggestions for how to resolve the issue and improve translation quality.

5.5 Limitations and ethical considerations

While we argue that there is substantial potential to improve on MT tools to support cross-lingual communication in clinical settings, this is not without risks and limitations. We conclude by enumerating some of these issues and offering possible paths forward.

Additional language support is most urgently needed in low-resource clinics and for low-resource languages, where a human interpreter is less likely to be available. However, appropriating new technologies into work practices will always involve substantial resources and human effort [36]. There is a risk that introducing new technology, even with the best of intentions, will further drain resources and attention from patients with limited English proficiency, exacerbating, rather than ameliorating, disparities in quality of care. Further, any errors that an MT system makes will disproportionately impact these patients in lower-resourced settings and/or who speak lower-resourced languages. This risk underscores the importance of rigorous, iterative, and multi-faceted evaluation practices. Any MT system for healthcare must be evaluated for reliability and accuracy as well as benefit to patient health outcomes. While it is important to evaluate these systems in the low-resource settings where they have the most potential to both help and harm, these evaluations must be conducted with caution to avoid undue burden or risk for the patients and clinicians involved.

Language translation is also not the only challenge that clinicians face in cross-lingual communication with patients. A prominent theme in our interviews was that clinicians face difficulties providing culturally appropriate care and building trust with patients across cultural differences. These difficulties are exacerbated by language barriers but not necessarily resolved by interpreter support alone. There may be some ways to incorporate cultural awareness into MT systems, for instance, ensuring that translations are evaluated for appropriateness and that the evaluators understand the cultural context, but this is likely to be limited in scope. Developers of MT support for healthcare have a responsibility to clearly communicate the limitations of MT systems, and ensure that they are not viewed as a solution for bridging cultural differences or a replacement for investment in resources like cultural navigators or continuing education about providing culturally appropriate care.

Finally, in this study we engaged clinicians to understand how they manage cross-lingual communication, whether and how they include MT in their practice, and how MT tools could better support them. While the insights from our sample offer valuable directions for future work developing MT for healthcare, patient perspectives are also extremely important to inform this work. Unfortunately, much of the existing literature on MT in healthcare settings has privileged clinician perspectives over patient perspectives. Future work must meaningfully engage with patients to understand how, if at all, they want MT to play a role in their care.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we conducted a qualitative interview study of clinicians—
physicians, surgeons, nurses, and midwives—across seven medical
specialties to understand how to design appropriate machine trans-
lation systems for medical settings. Cross-lingual communication
between clinicians and patients can greatly affect quality of care.
Machine translation systems are a low-cost solution that can ad-
dress challenges clinicians have when interacting with patients in
the presence of language barriers. Such systems, when accounting
for reliability and transparency, can improve the quality of patient
care in under-resourced settings that typically are limited to access
to medical interpreters. Even in high-resourced medical settings,
machine translation systems can complement existing translation
services by working with medical interpreters who many not have
knowledge of complex medical jargon. Ultimately, we recommend
that machine translation systems: 1) account for dialect differences,
2) combine neural machine translation with professionally trans-
lated phrases, 3) move beyond one-to-one translations by varying
language proficiency levels, 4) encourage a feedback system to
check for understanding, 5) consider literacy levels of patients, and
6) set transparent safety standards and interactive suggestions for
clinicians. We discuss how and when machine translation systems
should be deployed in high-stake medical settings with the hope to
better serve diverse patient populations.
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